MICL Curriculum Committee Minutes (12/5/18)

-Present: Dave Froba, Frances Lopez (guest), Dorothy Winke,, Hugh Brereton,
Ron Rutschman, Art McRae, Richard Cato, Rita Matthews.
Louise
Summerlot (guest)
-Louise Summerlot received information for volunteers who would like to serve
on the Grand Jury. They would like to do a presentation to MICL. It was
determined that they could give about 10 minutes just before the morning break
when What in the World is being held. The Moderator will inform those present
that if they want to discuss it further with the representative from the Grand Jury,
that they will stay after to do so. This would be during February or March, 2019.
Louise Summerlot will let Emerson Johnson, the moderator, know what will
occur, after she has contacted “Alicia” back to confirm their brief presentation.
-Dave Froba reminded us that if you need a parking pass for a presenter, he will
give you one upon request. Remember to return it to Dave after the presentation.
-Summer Session for MICL:
-generally, we always have What in the World, Bridge, Young at Heart,
movies, and Book Club.
-Dave Froba will check with Carol Quinlan to see if movies will be
presented this Summer
-Diedre Bush volunteers to co-ordinate classes on “Founding Fathers”
-Exercise classes will be three days per week: Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday, at 8:30 a.m.
-we will actually schedule Summer Classes at our February, 2019,
Curriculum meeting when GaryMoore is present, as he does the
Schedule
-New Classes:
-Lesser known or favorite Presidents (Hugh Brereton, co-ordinator)
-4 presenters from the Fall, 2018, classes volunteered already if we
would repeat this class.
-Richard Cato, Hugh Brereton, Carol Quinlan, and Lila
Bradshaw
-Ed Padilla volunteers for a program on “Pets”, with a veterinarian
as a speaker
-Bev Schlegel has volunteered to co-ordinate a class on “Famous
California Women”
-potential music classes could be Country Western, Folk

-Another “Power Point” class with Ron Rutschhman (and others as
presenters, mentors (Dave Froba, Susan Filice, Dorothy
Ford)
-We have access to the West Campus “Computer Lab”
located in the Yosemite building on the second floor
-Classes would also be in the computer lab at the East
Campus

We adjourned, with the next Curriculum meeting scheduled for February 6, 2019
at 3:15 p.m.

Respectfully Submitted,

Hugh Brereton, assistant to Gary Moore

